Share files at
anytime from anywhere
on the Internet securely
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Corporate File Sharing Solution
Empower your staff to work anywhere at any time
In today’s age of fast and mobile Internet
connectivity, employees are no longer
bound to working at the office or just
from 9 to 5. We find ourselves responding
to customer’s queries while waiting for
an appointment, catching up on some
reading over lunch or working from home
at odd hours.
The possibilities are endless and it allows
companies to be agile and more efficient.

However many companies are slow to
respond to this shift and their competitors
are gaining an edge over them by being
able to respond to the customers faster.
The companies that can respond faster,
are most likely to keep existing customers
and win over new ones.
AirBoxNow! allows employees to have
access to their documents anywhere,
on any device and any time: so they can
respond faster.

The BYOD Phenomenon

Compatible with

Important documents are ALWAYS
available ANYWHERE, to EVERYONE in
the selected GROUP
All documents can be optionally be
ON PREMISE/HOSTED

Shared FILES are SECURED, ENCRYPTED
in storage of your choice
All CHANGES are VERSIONED and
BACKUPED automatically

Mobile NATIVE APPS such as ANDROID
and IOS supported
Works on ALL platforms, WINDOWS,
MAC, LINUX

Started in 2009, employees have been
bringing their smartphones & tablets
to work. This “bring your own device”
(BYOD) phenomenon offers a huge
potential to organisations since these
devices allow their employees to be

more productive. This phenomenon
saves organisations huge amount of
money since they do not need to
invest in these hardware themselves.
In addition to bringing their own
devices to work, employees are also
taking matters into their own hands
by utilising free file sharing services in
order to access their documents on
these devices. This is a result of many
companies failing to provide the means
for them to access these documents
outside the office.

Powerful integrated USER sign-on with
MailNow! 5 or ActiveDirectory
Customised corporate LOGO and
SCREEN

Compatible with popular OpenSource
cloud/host sharing by using the same
core engine, AirBoxNow! engine
inherits the stability and design of
powerful open source product

Unfortunately many of these free file sharing services come with many problems and risks:
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Corporate files are being stored using personal file sharing account belonging
to the employee. The IT department has no control over the account. The
employee is free to share the document in whichever way he/she wishes to.
Should the employee leave the firm, it is not possible for the organisation to
terminate the account.
There is no audit trail to keep track to whom a document is being shared with,
or how many people the document is shared with.
It is not obvious where the data is being stored, who has access to the physical
server or whether the data is being replicated by the service provider.

AirBoxNow! solves all these problems and more. So it is time you empower your
employees while keeping control of our data.

About Us

Without AirBoxNow!

InternetNow Sdn Bhd started its business
in 1999. Our focus primarily is on Research
& Development in the Internet arena. We
have helped primarily the SMEs (Small &
Medium-sized Enterprises) in Malaysia to get
on the Internet using our locally developed
solutions since the evolution of the Internet
from dial-ups, ISDN and now the broadband.
Our forte is empowering our clients with

Scenario 1 – A distributed team of designers
A team needs to deliver a prototype by tomorrow morning. So everybody is
burning midnight oil.
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productive Internet and providing protection
against Internet threats with powerful system
softwares that are affordable and strong after
sales service.

.

Our key personnels come from highly
specialized

background

of

software

development in the areas of security and
communications. InternetNow is built
on the foundation of strong emphasis in
software development. Continuing in this
tradition, we hire the best programmers and
system engineers to ensure the best quality
from development to implementation and
all the way to clients’ applications.
Partnering with InternetNow ensures you
a peaceful state of mind knowing that you
are guaranteed of technically competent
and customers’ oriented service. Excellent
technical

support

and

customers’

satisfactions are our driving force.

• Over 250 resellers nationwide (20002009)
• Our subsidiary, K-Now Sdn Bhd, sole
distributor Kaspersky Anti-virus
Corporate Malaysia
• Total of 50 staffs (2012)

Team members need to copy out
latest project files to a USB thumbdrive
to bring home.
When a team member updates one
of the project files, he will need to
email to the rest of the team. As more
updates take place, multiple copies
of the files are emailed back and
forth, creating a nightmare in tracking
the latest copy of the files.
Everybody has a copy of the project
files.
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The team is able to effortlessly work
until late at night from the comfort of
their home by accessing the project’s
AirBoxNow! folder from home.
Team members can upload their latest
files to the shared folder and the team
can just access the folder for the latest
copy of the project files.
A single, centralised, highly organised
repository of the project files.
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Scenario 2 – A busy always-on-the-move sales consultant
You are a busy sales consultant who is looking to maximise your time by meeting
as many customers are possible.
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Business
• Over 3000 corporate customers

With AirBoxNow!

You have to transfer your latest
pricing files, brochures and demo
videos to your notebook and carry it
around.
When a customer calls for information,
you need to call back the office for
the information, or search for the
information from your notebook.
When the office releases a new
version of pricing files or brochures,
they will need to email to you
and then you have to save those
attachments to your notebook.
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Only carry your iPad or Android tablet
and do your presentation straight
from your tablet by accessing your
personal files from your AirBoxNow!
account
When a customer calls for information,
you just need to access the file from
your iPhone or Android smartphone
and provide the answer on the spot.
The office can just update the
latest pricing files and brochures on
AirBoxNow! and you will automatically
have the latest copy even when you
are on the road.

Scenario 3 – Sharing large documents between offices
Company A is headquartered in Kuala Lumpur with plants in Penang and Kota
Kinabalu. It also has offices in London and Tokyo.
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The plants in Penang and Kota
Kinabalu send regular output reports
to the other offices to update on the
production status via email.
The HQ uses FTP to transfer large
design files to London and Tokyo
office. FTP is user-unfriendly and
problematic behind certain firewall
setups.
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The plants upload the reports to an
AirBoxNow! folder which is shared with
the other offices. All files uploaded
are automatically backuped. Finding
previous reports is simple.
The HQ uses AirBoxNow! to share
large design files with London and
Tokyo office. Everything is web-based
making it effortless to use behind a
firewall.

Screenshots of User Interface

Web based interface

Desktop client interface

Mobile client interface

